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Abstract: Blind source separation(BSS) is a hotspot in signal processing, and independent component analysis (ICA) is a
very effective tool for solving the BSS problem. In order to improve the performance of the separation, a new nonlinear
function ‘sin’ was introduced. It can replace the commonly used classical functions (‘tanh’, ‘gauss’ and ‘pow3’) and does
not need to select different nonlinear functions according to the Gauss property of signals. The two Matlab simulation
results show that the improved Fast-ICA algorithm with the proposed nonlinearity can not only improve the separation
accuracy but also speed up the convergence of blind source separation.
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1 Introduction
The seminal work on blind source separation is by Jutten and Herault [1] in 1985, the problem is to extract the
underlying source signals from a set of linear mixtures, where the mixing matrix is unknown. That means BSS
seeks to recover or separate original source signals from their mixtures without any prior information on the
sources or the parameters of the mixtures. Independent Component Analysis is the commonest and basic
method to solve BSS problem, and it has been widely used in speech and image signal processing. Jutten,
Herault, Comon and Sorouchyari published three classical papers on blind source separation(an adaptive
algorithm based on neuromimetic architecture, problems statement and stability analysis) in 1991 and
proposed the concept of ICA, which made the research of BSS developed greatly. Blind source separation of
instantaneous mixed signals is systematically analyzed, which provides a more accurate explanation for
independent component analysis[2]. Hyvarinen proposed a fixed-point training algorithm based on the non-
Gaussian nature of the source signal. He first proposed Fast-ICA algorithm based on kurtosis [3] in 1997, and
then proposed Fast-ICA algorithm based on negative entropy[4] in 1999. In recent years, some progress has
been made in the research on the selection of non-linear functions in Fast-ICA algorithm[5-8].
In this paper, we propose one new non-linear function to replace the commonly used nonlinearities in the
Fast-ICA to improve the convergence property. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The improved
Fast-ICA Algorithm with the proposed nonlinear function is briefly introduced in Section 2. We do two Matlab
simulations in Section 3 to test and validate the performance and the runtime of the improved Fast-ICA
algorithms. The final section is a summary of the content of this paper.
2 Methodology
The noise-free model of basic ICA is as follows: Asx  , where A is a linear mixing matrix. In general, the
number of sources is equal to the number of the mixtures. The solution of ICA is to estimate a separation or
2demixing matrix B as the inverse of A , 1 AB . Based on the concept of mutual information, we define the
differential entropy )( yH of of a random vector NRy  with the probability density )( yp as follows:
 dyypypyH )(log)()( (1)
Negentropy )( yJ is defined as follows::
)()()( yHyHyJ G  (2)
where
Gy is a Gaussian random vector of the same covariance matrix as y [7].
To use the definition of ICA given above, an approximation of the negentropy based on the maximum-entropy
principle is given by
2)]}([)]([{)( vGEyGEcyJ ii  (3)
where c is an irrelevant constant, )(E is the mean operation, )(G is practically any non-quadratic contrast
function. v is a Gaussian variable with zero mean and unit variance, and the random variable iy is assumed to
be of zero mean and unit variance[9].
The formula (3) gives readily the objective function of the Fast-ICA. To find one independent component
(source signal) or projection pursuit direction as xwy Ti  , we maximize the function GJ given by [4]
2)]}([)([{)( vGExwGEwJ TG  (4)
where w is a N -dimensional (weight) vector constrained so that 1])[( 2 xwE T . Every vector
),...,2,1( Niwi  gives one of the rows of the orthogonal matrix W that is derived from ICA[7]. The most
frequently used contrast functions )(G and nonlinear function (nonlinearity) )(g are summarized as follows
[4]:
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The derivative function 'Gg  is called the nonlinearity. )(1 g , )(2 g and )(3 g are signed as ‘tanh’,‘gauss’ and
‘pow3’, respectively.
In practical problems, the computational speed of an algorithm is a factor that limits its applications. Based on
this, we devote to finding new nonlinearity. The basic principles of constructing nonlinearities in the Fast-ICA
algorithm are as follows: (1) The nonlinearities should be simple and their calculation speed should be fast; (2)
The separation performances should be better than that of the traditional nonlinearities.
In this paper, we adopt )sin()(4 uug  as the test nonlinearity because our purpose is to find or design suitable
function to replace
1g , 2g and 3g and to accelerate the computation of Fast-ICA and yet achieve the same or
better performance. )(4 g is signed as ‘sin’. The improved Fast-ICA Algorithm is listed in Table 1.
3Table 1: The Improved FastICA Algorithm
Input: The number of signal sources M . The mixed signals X .
Output: The separation matrix W .
1: Zero mean value processing for the mixed signals X , and namely 0)( iXE .
2: Delayed correlation processing, and namely IXXE T )( .
3: Choose the proposed nonlinear function )sin()( uug  .
4: Initialize the number of estimated vectors , Let 1p .
5: Initialize
pw , namely ppp www / .
6: Calculate
pw and let wXwgEXwXgEw
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8: If  pp ww 1 does not converge, return Step 6.
9: Let 1 pp , if Mp  , return Step 5.
3 Experiments and Results
In this section, we compare the new nonlinearity with the classical nonlinearities (‘tanh’, ‘gauss’ and ‘pow3’)
in the Fast-ICA algorithms by simulation. For each nonlinearity, the experiments are conducted with the same
software and hardware environments in order to make the comparison as fair as possible. All the simulations
are carried out in MATLAB 2017b, system of the PC is Windows 7(64-bit version ) , CPU is Intel® Core™ i7-
2720QM Processor@2.20GHz, and RAM is 16 GB.
The Fast-ICA algorithm with the four nonlinearities are compared along the two criteria: statistical and
computational.
The statistical performance or separation accuracy is measured using a performance index C (correlation
coefficient), defined as follows.
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0),( yxC means that x and y are uncorrelated, and the signals correlation increases as ),( yxC approaches
unity, the signals become fully correlated as ),( yxC becomes unity. The smaller the value C is, the poorer the
separation performance of an ICA algorithm.
(2)The computational load is measured using running time needed for convergence[7]. To compare the
computational speed, we record the average runtime of algorithm running ten times for different nonlinearities.
The mixing square matrix A was randomly generated(such as A = [0.1946 0.8345 0.1477; 0.2252 0.7008
0.2098; 0.0967 0.8110 0.7473]).
In the first experiment, the sources are three music tunes (‘guitar.wav’, ‘piano.wav’ and ‘trumpet.wav’). The
sample rate is 44100. For each source signal, the number of samples N=400000.
In the second experiment, the sources are three commonly used test images(‘lenna.bmp’, ‘pepper.bmp’ and
‘sailboat.bmp’). For each source signal, image size is 512 by 512 and bit depth of image is 24.
The separation results by the improved Fast-ICA algorithm are shown in Fig.1 and Fig.2.
4Fig. 1 Displaying source signals, mixed signals and separated signals for music - 1, 2 and 3.
Fig. 2 Displaying source images, mixed images and separated images for image - 1, 2 and 3.
The Fast-ICA algorithms with different nonlinearities are compared with the separation accuracy and the
computational speed, the average correlation coefficient (C-ave) and the average runtime(T-ave) after ten
executions of the algorithm are listed in Table 2 and Table 3.
Table 2: The average correlation coefficient (C-ave) and the average runtime(T-ave) after ten executions of the algorithm based on
Experiment 1.
nonlinearities C-ave T-ave(s)
‘tanh’ 1.0000 0.8142
‘gauss’ 1.0000 0.8346
‘pow3’ 0.9999 1.0158
‘sin’ 1.0000 0.5588
5Table 3: The average correlation coefficient (C-ave) and the average runtime(T-ave) after ten executions of the algorithm based on
Experiment 2.
nonlinearities C-ave T-ave(s)
‘tanh’ 0.9621 1.6135
‘gauss’ 0.9727 1.5860
‘pow3’ 0.9696 2.1706
‘sin’ 0.9797 1.4326
As are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig.2, the sources are well recovered after separation.From the table 2 and 3 , we
can see that new nonlinearity ‘sin’ achieve the same or better separation accuracy and the computational speed
is the fastest.
4 Conclusions
A novel nonlinearity has been introduced in this paper to be used, there are two advantages of using modified
Fast-ICA algorithm. Firstly, the proposed non-linear function ‘sin’ has the same or better separation accuracy
as compared to the commonly used classical functions(‘tanh’, ‘gauss’ and ‘pow3’). Secondly, its
computational speed is the fastest. The proposed algorithm has been tested on many different sets of images or
audio files. Therefore it is proved that the proposed nonlinearity(Improved Fast-ICA Algorithm) always allows
to achieve a better performance of blind source separation technique with a higher execution speed as
compared to the commonly used classical functions. The proposed algorithm may be used in other applications
of digital signal processing in the future.
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